Mobile and Static Security
G4S Risk Management Group
G4S Risk Management Group is the specialist
protective services business within the G4S Group.
We help our customers thrive by designing and
delivering cost efficient risk management services
and decision support that enables them to conduct
their business safely and successfully in complex,
low infrastructure and challenging environments.
G4S has demonstrable experience in the delivery of static
and mobile security services in fragile and conflict-affected
states. Our approach integrates physical, technical and man
guarding security solutions to ensure layered protective
measures that detect threats at a distance, deny threat
avenues of approach, deter potential threat individuals or
groups and defeat assailants.

ABOUT US
For more than two decades we have provided Protective Security Detachment (PSD) services protecting our clients and allowing
them to operate safely and securely in post-conflict, low infrastructure and austere environments. We have also delivered Static
Security services which ensure that clients, client facilities, client accomodation and key infrastructure operate safely and securely
from both internal and external threats should they arise.

STATIC SECURITY
Our staff are highly experienced in conducting static security
services, securing a vast range of sites from embassies to oilfields
to remote locations. Security solutions include the integration of
physical, technical and man guarding to ensure layered protective
measures that detect threats at a distance, deny threat avenues of
approach, deter potential threat individuals or groups and defeat
assailants. Our static security activities include:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Security Threat Risk Assessments;
Physical Security and Manned Guarding;
Access control points and Guard Towers;
Canine Services;
Roving Security teams;
Electronic Solutions;
Technical Solutions;
Adhering to Minimum Operating Security Standards.

MOBILE SECURITY
G4S Risk Management has an extensive ‘bench’ of highly
skilled and experienced operators, capable of delivering the
high level of mobile security services required by our clients
on either a permanent or ad-hoc basis. Our key activities
during mobile security operations include:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Robust Journey Management Plans;
Mission Planning and Route Selection;
Reconnaissance and Review of Security Situation;
Convoy Support including Venue Assessments;
Booking Out Sheet for each journey;
Adhering to Minimum Operating Security Standards;
Client Safety Briefing and End of Mission Debriefs;
Meet and Greet Service.

OUR APPROACH
We develop long-term strategic partnerships with our clients, offering world-class
solutions tailored to match emerging requirements. We work collaboratively with clients
to understand their objectives and ensure requirements are met in a safe and secure way.
G4S supplies services to a large and diverse client base including: governments,
multinational corporations and small to medium-sized enterprises. We employ a uniquely
credentialed and multi-disciplinary team of risk management experts who understand the
challenges faced by our customers. We are committed to working in partnership to
devise and implement effective solutions to complex security issues and risks.
Key differentiators of our approach include:
■
■
■
■
■
■

Established capability and proven track record of successful service delivery in
challenging environments;
Commercial stability and global support as one of the largest security companies
in the world, and part of Allied Universal;
Subject matter expertise in security protection;
Compliance with local laws and commitment to international best practice;
Deep-rooted understanding of CSR issues in challenging environments;
Infrastructure, life support and training venues in theaters of operations.

OUR PAST PERFORMANCE INCLUDES:
■

Conducted Mobile Security Services, including PSD, for companies such as
Basrah Gas Company and Turnkey LLC in southern Iraq.

■

24/7 security at the Baghdad International Airport including static security,
canine security, aviation security for employees, passengers, equipment,
cargo, buildings and aircrafts within the airport.

■

Static guarding in Iraq for China Petroleum Engineering & Construction
Corporation CPECC, Aggreko and the Directorate-General for European
Civil Protection and Humanitarian Aid Operations.

